
Super-smooth workflow, super-sized sound palette

Maschine Mikro
Get three Expansions

Get our do-it-all groovebox before April 30 and we’ll throw in a load of free Expansions 
of your choice. Expansions are genre-specific packs created by top artists and sound 
designers and loaded with synth presets, drum kits, one-shots, samples, and loops.

Whether you’re on the road, or lacking loads of space,
Maschine Mikro is your flexible, creative companion. 
16 full-sized pads and total control of all Maschine 
performance features give you the same easy workflow 
with a sleek, compact design, for beat-making in the 
studio or on the go.

Maschine 
Get six Expansions
Maschine MK3 is hardware and software working 
together in perfect tandem. Free-play beats with the 
16 pads, craft patterns using the powerful sequencing 
engine, or add the finishing touches to your sounds 
with a host of mixing controls and creative effects. 
Intuitive control features allow you to do everything 
in one place, with a workflow that lets you focus on 
the music.

Maschine+
Get nine Expansions
Maschine+ is a synth, sampler, sequencer, 
drum-machine, and more, all packed inside a 
standalone production instrument. It comes with a 
huge range of instruments and effects, including
Massive, FM8, Monark, and Raum, all within a single,
embedded hardware device. All the sounds you 
could possibly need, minus the computer.



How it works
Register your Maschine serial number in Native 
Access or follow the on-screen setup guide if using 
Maschine+. You'll receive an email that includes 
voucher codes to use for Expansion of your choice, 
as well as tips and tricks for getting started.

About Expansions
Expansions are genre-specific packs that work with a 
range of Native Instruments products and can be used 
in any DAW. From soulful hip hop to liquid drum and 
bass – whatever genre does it for you, there’s an 
Expansion to do it with. Get drum kits for Battery and 
Maschine and customizable presets for synths like 
Massive, Monark, Prism, and more. Maschine owners 
also get exclusive effect chains and editable patterns, 
plus Drum Synth and Bass Synth presets.

Terms and Conditions
This special offer is valid from March 20, 2024 until April 30, 
2024, at the participating retailers while stocks last. The 
included software is provided as a download after hardware 
registration. Once installed, all products can be used offline. 
Please note that according to our terms and conditions, 
e-vouchers cannot be used in conjunction with special offers. 
Please note, Prismatic Bliss and Massive X Expansions are not 
compatible with Maschine+.


